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I. Intro: no consensus; diach/synch, doc/supp; where we have come�where we are 

 

II. Precursors to DH: Working Towards JEDP 

a. Spinoza (1670): clear was not Moses but later author that wrote Pentateuch 

b. Astruc (1753): E and J source in Gen (Moses as redactor) 

c. De Wette (1780-1849): 1805 – Josiah’s lawbook = version of Deut (7
th

 cent) 

d. Hupfeld (1853): earlier E (=P) and later one in Gen, also even later J doc 

e. Graf (1860s): Hupfeld’s E1=P (latest, not earliest) 

f. Wellhausen (view of sources dominates largely for nearly a century) 

i. J & E=earliest, not clearly distinguishable (Jehovist editor combines) 

ii. Q (quattuor, 4 covenants) provides basic chron structure for P material 

iii. P: (Lev 17-26); P as latest stage in editorial history 

iv. Deut: ind of other sources; 622=ed. 1; familiar w/ JE but not P=JEDP 

1. pub of 5x in final form @ time of Ezra (5
th

 cent) 

v. evolutionary view of Israelite religion: JE (nature religion); D 

(centralization); P (religion dominated by clerical caste) 

 

III. Refining DH: First Half of the 20
th

 Century 

a. Gunkel: prehistory of sources in nonliterate culture of premonarchic Israel 

i. Gattungen and Sitz of Gen’s narrative units; final form by oral trans 

ii. from large docs to small units, texts to traditions, author to prelit society 

iii. FC and TH=questions docs would find difficult to answer 

b. von Rad (1938): stalemate; gone too far in analyzing source docs; w/ Gunkel (oral 

trad emphasized) – 2 traditions: settlement and Sinai 

i. final form of 6x emph (expansion of kleine credo)-Sinai missing=diff trad 

ii. J: UM, 1
st
 to join 2 trads, adds PH and AN=national epic of origins; J as 

‘controlling genius’ arranging material to which others add 

iii. Criticism: credos actually date later (distillation?) 

c. Noth (1943, 1948): trad-history; 4x (no JEP in Josh, D on own) 

i. Traditions tied to sanctuaries (locales)�5 ‘themes” (deposit of early oral 

mat): exodus, land, ancestral promise, wilderness, Sinai 

ii. Content, themes, sequence before any doc written (contra von Rad’s J) 

1. Grundlage – shape/contents already fixed in oral tradition 

2. accepts docs JEP, but they added nothing to what was already there 

d. Consensus by 1970s: J (UM, Judean proto-5x); E (later, id N-5x); D (mostly 

Deut); P (exilic/post-exilic) 

 

IV. Challenging the Consensus: Criticisms of DH 

a. Rendtorff (1976): s/c incompat w/ t/h (von Rad, Noth); beholden to Wellhausen 

i. Blocks of tradition (Abe, Jacob, Exodus – character centered) take form id 

of one another (=no J, E) 

1. Gen 1-11 diff lit char than 12-50; Exod not presupp AN (no + refs) 

2. six: PH, AN, Moses/Exod, Sinai, desert sojourn, land occupation 



ii. editorial linkage by D redactor (cohesion thru theme of land promise) 

b. Whybray (1987): most comprehensive attempt to refute DH 

i. Critiques of DH (key word: “assumption”) – many, here are a few: 

1. can’t account for all 5x material (Well and law codes not fit tidily) 

2. assumes view of history of religion of Israel 

3. consistency required for authors but not redactors (aesthetic/lit 

purposes of meaning) 

4. patriarchs and Moses seem unknown in preexilic authors, thus no 

early J or E 

5. Supp and frag hyps neglected, need to be reassessed 

ii. Critiques of F-C and T-H – many, here are a few: 

1. foreign models from oral trad (Olrik’s epic laws; Icelandic sagas) 

2. fluidity of oral trad – no fixity in oral trad, modif in transmiss proc 

3. subjective method 

iii. Proposal: one author (w/ VS, historian); 6
th

 cent BCE; uses from trad, 

invents 

 

V. New Approaches to the Formation of the Pentateuch: Sources and Traditions 

a. Blum: id trad complexes (Rendt) but focus on literary, not oral, history 

i. Die Komposition . . .  (1984): smallest lit units�incorp in 5x; no + refs 

b/w Gen 12-50 and Exod-Num to suggest larger work pre D&P redactions 

1. 2 stages of growth: pre-P (Deuteronomic) and P 

a. Vg1-etiological folk hist used for political consolidation 

under Jeroboam I (ca. 721) – Jacob + Abe/Lot by promises 

b. Vg2-revision/expans in exile; framework by 4 DS 

2. combined work revised by D redactor post exile (ca. 530-500) 

3. Priestly revision as part of larger Pentateuchal revision 

4. note: no J or E (no continuous sources in 5x) 

ii. Studien . . .  (1990): Exod and Num 

1. 5x=inclusion of D work into more inclusive P work 

2. KD: pre-P comp (AN, exod, Sinai, wild); after DH and attached 2it 

a. Not a history book but Torah 

3. KP: limited to 5x; ends w/ Num 28ff.; revision/expansion of earlier 

material giving basic shape to 5x (moves scope from Israel history 

to world history) 

iii. Contributions: JE actually Deuteronomic (later, assoc w/ Deut); P final 

redactor of 5x; no continuous sources but preexisting id lit units); 

Dozeman/Schmid 

b. Blenkinsopp (1992): hist/crit and lit; combo of D and P (P as baseline narrative, D 

redaction of material, see promissory covenant in Gen 15 and 

making/breaking/remaking Horeb in Exod 19-34) 

i. Sources:  

1. P – dates b/w Jer dest and Temple rebuilt; base line 

2. D – assoc w/ Josiah’s reforms; also Mosaic prophetic books (Jer) 

3. J material late, if there at all! (no E) 



ii. Final form: compromise b/w diff interest groups during 2 cents of Persian 

rule; authorized as law and constitution of Jewish ethnos 

c. Carr (1996): synch and diach together; t/h of Gen to understand final form 

i. Fractures and intratextuality (how one text reproduces another�fractures) 

ii. Sources:  

1. non-P (proto-Genesis) 

2. P (alternative to proto-Gen; based on non-P but designed to stand 

over against and replace non-P) 

iii. Five stage evolution of Genesis 

1. PH and 2 versions of Jacob-Jos narratives (N and S) in ind circ 

2. PH and S J-J, under structure of “promise theme”=proto-Genesis 

3. Deuteronomistic influenced revisions made to proto-Gen 

4. post-exilic, P based on and responding to non-P 

5. Rp merges proto-Genesis and P (goal=preservation); Persian 

sponsored (compromise doc b/w Priestly and non-Priestly groups 

to maintain status under Persian hegemony) 

iv. Note: traditional (non-P [=J?] as ancient (monarchy); progressive 

(hesitancy w/ isolating, dating sources, designation non-P and P); return to 

beginnings of DH & Gen 

d. Van Seters (1999): Supp; emphasis on creative role of authors (each working w/ 

preexisting docs); DJP 

i. Forming 5x:  

1. D: 1
st
 ‘source’; N Josiah’s reforms (7

th
 cent); fall of N�S; dated 

first b/c no refs to AN 

2. J: exilic expansion from creation to Moses’ death; cf. Greek 

historiography, J as historian (genealogical form and antiquarian 

interest); J contains all essential elements of D and then some, 

while D has nothing not in J (J dependent); D+J work 

3. P: postexilic supplement of J consisting of series of etiologies 

explaining legitimate priestly thought and practice and set out 

program for cultic reform 

4. Law: J and P as two separate responses to Deuteronomic reform 

ii. Conclusions: progressive (faults DH for seeing J earlier than D, P); 

conservative (refusal to abandon DJP) 

e. Dozeman/Schmid (2006): Rendt complexes of tradition; lit gap b/w Gen & Exod 

i. Thesis: P as 1
st
 to combine ancestor trad w/ Moses/exod=master narr of sh 

1. pre-P independence of stories=two distinct narratives of origin 

2. first lit outline of 5x is postexilic P; P lays foundation for 5x 

(Dozeman dissenting voice, sees pre-P author of Exod 3-4 doing 

this) 

3. non-P lit presupposing same master narrative of SH as composition 

of post-P redactor dependent on P material 

4. P and non-P (pre-P or post-P) 

ii. Essays and responses . . . a sampling: 

1. Romer: HoR on J, concludes J debate ‘confused’ and different J’s 



2. Schmid: lack of pre-P connection (ancestral promises do not 

presuppose exodus) and explicit lit connections b/w Gen and Exod 

exist only in P or that which presupposes P 

3. Gertz: P redactional links b/w Gen 50 and Exod 1 

4. Dozeman: cp. Exod 3-4 (pre-P) to 6-7 (P); f/c shows P depends on 

pre-P, thus pre-P author of Exod 3-4 1
st
 to relate Gen and Exod 

iii. Responses . . . a sampling: 

1. Levin: emphasizes areas of agreement (late combo of Gen and 

Exod; non-P texts not forming coherent work from beginning 

narrative formation of Tetrateuch in postexilic period); sees pre-P 

“editor J” as redactor responsible for first fashioning continuous 

Tetrateuchal narrative 

2. Van Seters: von Rad’s J only later; critical of emphasis on 

redaction and complex editorial processes�Pentateuch’s forming 

3. Carr: debate over id of pre-P 5x has nothing to do w/ J source 

iv. Conclusions:  

1. snapshot (P and non-P as central designations); save/modify J (VS) 

or do away with (Romer, Schmid) 

2. highlights persistence, flexibility of question; lasting effect of 

Rendtorff’s seminal study 

3. P as first to combine Gen-Exod� a new assertion 

a. Cf. early documentarians who saw P as last source 

b. Cf. above, where P is final redactor, not one responsible for 

providing base for 5x (but Blenkinsopp tends this way) 

 

VI. Approaches Emphasizing Literary Unity 

a. Clines (1978): atomistic and genetic focus in scholarship; read final form 

i. “The theme of the Pentateuch is the partial fulfillment—which implies also 

the partial non-fulfillment—of the promise to or blessing of the 

patriarchs” (30) – promise not always full, but alluded to throughout 5x 

(in each of three traditional sources [no E]) 

1. posterity: dominant in Gen 12-50 

2. relationship: dominant in Exod-Lev 

3. land: dominant in Num-Deut 

ii. Final shape: exilic; basis for Ezra’s reforms; addresses postexilic 

community in same place as at end of Deut (promise behind them, land 

before them); summons to obedience in present (God of 

promise�certainty) 

b. Mann (1988): “modern, secular literary criticism”; doesn’t deny traditional 4-

source hypothesis (J in UM!!) 

i. Torah as “fictive world,” reader assumes, looks for continuity; “historical 

novel” not cemented in time 

ii. Comes into existence in exile; understand election as God’s chosen and 

live as such 

iii. Creation narratives and three themes throughout: 

1. divinely-established order: law, responsibility to divine will 



2. relationship b/w humans and land: punishment of Adam and Cain; 

land promise; anticipation/movement toward land in Num; linked 

to covenant in Deut 

3. blessing: ancestors; beginning of Exod; Deut blessings/curses 

c. Campbell and O’Brien (movement in 2 contributions, mirroring larger enterprise 

of 5x scholarship) 

i. Sources of the Pentateuch: Texts, Introductions, Annotations (1993): 

accept Noth’s source understandings (but E too fragmentary, eliminated); 

chapters on PJE, nonsource and composite texts (lay out texts from each 

source in each book) 

ii. Rethinking the Pentateuch: Prolegomena to the Theology of Ancient Israel 

(2005): eliminates doc sources entirely; “text-as-base-for-user”=base for 

storyteller to expand/select from instead of completed product received by 

readers (text thus base for development of traditions rather than end 

product of such a process); doublets=concern to preserve diff versions; 

over time smaller cycles of tradition blend/come together 

iii. Evaluation: final form (unity, no sources); focus on theology, not history 

iv. Difficulties: no comparative evidence in other cultures; smaller cycles 

displace or refining DH?; don’t treat legal material; giving up the question 

entirely? 

 

VII. Conclusion 

a. Lack of consensus; open question; lively discussion 

b. Historical-critical questions persist (Dozeman/Schmid) 

c. Movement/trends 

i. Origin of 5x now seen as much later than von Rad; exile and after, mainly 

ii. Priestly strand retained, also retain Deuteronomic presence 

1. but what is P?  source?  Redactional stage? 

2. what is D?  just Deuteronomy?  Redactional stage? 

iii. growing hesitancy to see J, total elimination of E 

d. Moving Forward 

i. Methodological awareness 

ii. Tentative conclusions (no over-confidence) 

iii. Litmus test for any proposal: does it account fully for both narrative and 

legal material 

iv. Humble appreciation for HoR 

v. Synchronic and diachronic analyses together (cf. Carr) 

 


